
Introduction to Freedom of
Information
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lnsert name of trainer(s) if wished
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FOI is about...

lon p

...rebalancing our relationship with government
a

LÇ9r

So - the basic idea is about accountability and
transparency. And that is relevant to the application of it -
the idea of public interest is very important, so that
underpins it.
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What does the FOI Act do?
Provides access to recorded information held by public

authorities:
. Obligation on authorities to publish certain information
. Right for public to request any information

Does NOT:
. Provide access to your own personal data
o Require authorities to create / record information
. Give you the right to re-use or reproduce information

covered by copyright

lco.

This slide was in pre-course reading so just skim over it.
You should have copy of Act with you / or share a copy.

Say these two things:
. Hard copies of FOIA will not be up to date ; it has been amended

several times (more details in this session and in the Foundation
modules). Always check the electronic copy on legislation.gov.uk

. lmportant - explain to the delegates that this session and other
training represent the IGO position and the law as it stands; in their
work they must also always check the current IGO policy line by
looking at the Policy Delivery knowledge base for guidance and
Lines to Take (LTTs for short) - but these are being replaced by new
external guidance. There is also existing guidance.

You can ACCESS copyright information but that doesn't mean you can use it

Note: it does cover other people's personal data but you have to reconcile it
with data protection. W¡ll come on to this later.

Proactive element (obligation on PAs to publish info) and reactive element
(right for public to request info from PAs).
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Where does FOI come from?

Before t997:
L997:

2000:

2002:

2OOZ - 24042

"Open Government" codes

FOI in Labour manifesto

FOI Act passed in UK Parliament

FOI Scotland Act passed

introduction of publication
schemes (phased in)

requests for information1 lan 2005:

ico. FOI

This slide was in pre-course reading so just skim
over it.

Say this : Part of the idea of a new type of politics,
engaging more with citizens

Took a while

Having said that, some say it is one of the strongest FOI
regimes in the world (not sure if really the case?) - few
absolute exemptions; ICO as regulator (not just going to
court) and available to non-UK citizens / residents

Say this : explain that bottom right hand corner of slide
will indicate whether slide deals with FOIA or EIR or both.
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Who uses FOI?
Users of public services
People with a grievance
Researchers

Journalists
MPs

Campaign groups
Charities

Businesses

ico.

This slide was in pre-course reading so just skim
over it.

But the actual way it's used is much broader. Obviously
journalists are a major user of FOI but there's also
people researching their family history, businesses trying
to get information on rivals - so people are using it quite
imaginatively, not just to hold government to account.

FOI has been a success story - has engaged citizens.
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Are we covered by FOIA?

Public authorities: listed in Schedule 1

Central government

Police

Local government

NHS

Education

NDPBs (like the ICO!)

Companies wholly owned
by the Crown and/or by
the wider public sector
(extended 1 September
2013 )

Public service broadcasters
(partly)

a

Lc9r FOI

Question often asked on helpline.

Most PAs that are covered are listed, either by category or by
name. Uncertainty likely to arise following reorganisations of a
sector.

Central government: departments. "Executive agencies" are part of the
Department - so they are covered but legal responsibility is with the
department. E.g. DVLA is part of Dept for Transport.

Police fairly obvious

Local govt, NHS and education: main point to remember is that it covers
from the largest to the smallest. So parish councils are covered, and parish

meetings, GPs, opticians and pharmacists for NHS information only.

Universities are covered, and some constituent colleges. Some nursery
schools but not all. Obviously private doctors and private schools are not
covered.

The list can be added to as new bodies are created so Schedule 1 will not
be 100% up to date. List of PAs covered by FOIA is on Policy Delivery
Knowledge base (MoJ list updated May 2010). But that too is out of date
now.

Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 amends s6 FOIA to include all companies
wholly-owned by public sector - in force 1.9.13. [This meant Manchester
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> PTO

Airport was then covered by FOIA since wholly owned by local authorities -
but no longer the case since it now has private shareholders too l.

In its response to Post Legislative Scrutiny of FOIA, the Govt said it would

be consulting numerous other bodies re including them within FOIA- intend

to bring into effect as appropriate early 2015. This has not happened except

for Network Rail brought into FOIA and EIR March 2015 - and Police

Federation (England and Wales - N. lreland is separate) brought under

FOIA and the EIR by Policing and Crime Act 2017 in January 2017 -
treated as if in Part V to Schedule I of FOIA ie covered in same way as
police forces= commenced into force 3 April 2017..
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Are we covered by FOIA?

UK government and UK-
wide authorities

UK parliament, Welsh and
NI Assemblies

Public authorities in
England, Wales and
Northern lreland

NOT Scotland (covered by
FOrSA)

NO¡

Courts

Security services

Private prisons

Nationalised banks

Individual MPs

Charities - even those which
receive some public funding

FOI!ç3,

Eg Northern Rock not covered, despite campaign that it
should be.

See next slide also.
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Are we covered by FOIA?

All state schools covered íncluding Academies and Free Schools

Added to Schedule 1 in 2011:

UCAS (University and College Admission Service), Financial Ombudsman Service,
ACPO - (Association of Chief Police Officers -now dissolved)

Added 2015:

Network Rail

Added 2017:

Police Federation (England and Wales)

To be added from 1 May 2018

Several bodies including the British Film Institute, the Housing Ombudsman, the
Surveillance Camera Commissioner, the Committee for the protection of animals
used for scientific purposes.....

Some other bodies are being removed on the same date.

ico. FOT

Free schools are covered in the same way as academies -
Academies Act 2010.

NPCC

ACPO has been dissolved and replaced by NPCC - National Police
Chiefs Council. NPCC has yet to be added back into Schedule 1, but
this is planned. NPCC is, for the moment, voluntarily responding to
FOI requests, but the ICO has no legal powers to accept complaints
or issue DNs. Cabinet Office has informed us (March 2018) that this
will be rectified and NPCC will be formally designated as a public
authority in the near future.
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Is it covered?
,.L

,ffi
'a_)

Covers all recorded information:
r photographs, video, sound recording
. draft documents
. handwritten notes
o letters received by authority

,,

P
Information held on behalf of a public authority
NOT information the authority holds only on another's behalf
Historical documents - slightly different rules

alco. FOI

Definition is recorded information that is held by the
authority or on the authority's behalf.

Not just formal "public records".

On behalf could include where we have a contractor so
agreement needed but not info the PA holds on
another's behalf. Similar to controller-processor.
Therefore doesn't include your private emails etc

Depends on contract - and whether PA has access to
info etc.

Question of responsibility.
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Your FOI responsibilities
Anyone can receive a request for information
. Is it "normal course of business"?
o Is it something we would routinely give out?
. Check our "guide to information"
. Otherwise contact Information Access team

Be aware, FOI will cover...
. work emails or documents on your drlve
. documents / contracts received from others

ico.

The same rules apply to the ICO as for other PAs that
are covered: anyone in the office can receive
correspondence which includes requests for information
Normal course of business: e.g. routine correspondence with a customer
about their case

lf you don't know whether we routinely give it out, check
the ICO website - top of page: About the ICO ) our
information > request information from us.

Also need to be responsible in terms of records
management, what you record, and how you manage
expectations:

-Be professional in all your work documents, even if on
your personal drive

-Follow records management policies so we know
whether we hold certain information if requested

-"Out of office" email message is very important - don't
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forget to set it

-When dealing with external bodies or people who may
send in sensitive information, manage their expectations

- we can't accept blanket confidentiality clauses for
example
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What about the EIR?

What are the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004?

Same general principles as FOIA: pro-
active publication and responding to
requests

BUT European legislation + more
general wording.

FOIA section 39: deal with requests for
environmental information under EIR not
FOIA

À
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ico. EIR

Having talked about FOIA, you also need to know about
the EIR - the Environmental lnfo Regs 2004.

European legislation - e.g. lots of lists of examples,
much less prec¡se

EIR wording is purposive
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Where do the EIR come from?

Environmental Information Regulations L992

Aarhus Convention 1998 on environment:
o access to information
r public participation
. access to justice

Directive 2AO3/4/EC on public access to environmental
information

Environmental Information Regulations 2004

a

!Ç9r EIR

Skim over this
Different background - more general concerns about
env¡ronment

Aim was to encourage the public to engage re
environmental issues, ask questions etc.

Those with a DP background will recognise pattern: in
this case it starts with the UN, whereas with DP it was
the Council of Europe, but it's a similar pattern
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EIR: who is covere{d? 1.

a Public authorities for purposes of FOIA
(except those only partly covered - eg public
service broadcasters)

PLUS some others... see next slide....

> > also see ICO guidance "Public authorities under the EIR"

a

Lc9, EIR

ln the EIR "public authority" meaning is slightly different
from FOIA - covers public authorities subject to FOIA
(with a few except¡ons) plus some additional ones (regs
2(2)(c) and (d)) - next slide.
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EIR: who is covered? z.

Other public authorities under the EIR (regulations 2(2Xc)
and (d)):
. a body or person "that carries out functionsx of public

administration"; or
. is under the control of a public authority (as defined)

and has public responsibilities / exercises functions /
provides public services relating to the environment

*2016 Upper Tribunal decision Cross v IC and Cabinet Office - for
r2(2)(c), functions of public administration of the body must include
envi ron mental fu nctions

ico. ErR

Don't go into detail about regs 2(21(cl and (d) - just
expla¡n they mean there is more flexibility in the
interpretation of what is a public authority under the
EIR - ie carry¡ng out functions of public admin or ¡s
under the control of an EIR public authority and has
public responsibilities / exercises functions /
prov¡des publ¡c serv¡ces re the env¡ronment
(Background) Bodies that may be regarded as public authorities under the
EIR : there has been some uncertainty over what this means. For example,
in the past there had been a suggestion that the EIR covers transport
companies eg Network Rail, and utilities.

Network Rail is now covered by both FOIA and the ElR.

Following the Upper Tribunal /CJEU decision in Frsh
Legal), the water compan¡es have become sub¡ect to
the EIR

Other utilities companies still aren't covered, however,
but watch this space... . NB Water companies not
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covered by FOIA.

(Don't say all the following detail unless asked - iust
mention briefly)However this definition appears to have
been slightly narrowed by decision of Upper Tribunal in
Cross v lC & Cabinet Office [2016] UKUT 0153 (AAC) -
NB binding. The UT interpreted the CJEU Fish decision
based its finding on the wording of the Directive
(although does not quite accord with Aarhus
lmplementation Guide), as follows. To meet the definition
in r2(2)(c) the functions of public administration must
include environmental functions ie environmental duties
not mentioned simply as an example of the functions
that a body might have - must read purposively, and the
body must have environmental functions. ln Fish case
the water companies did have environmental functions
in any case.
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EIR: what is covered?

Covers all "environmental information" including :

¡ state of environment (air, sea, land, organisms)
. factors affecting environment e.g. emissions
. measures affecting environment or above factors
. environmental impact on health and safety or

living conditions

Recent legal authority on definition: Court of Appeal judgment
DBEIS v IC & Henney l2}t7) EWCA Civ 844

a

Lc9, EIR

Definition is complex but important point is it's very broad

- not just directly about the environment but also about
things which might indirectly affect environment.

Refer attendees to 12 EIR provisions "affecting or likely to

affect"... "any information orl..."

Most recent legal authority on definition is Henney (CA
judgment)
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Congestion
charging

Environmental information

Common

Waste
management

contract

Location of
mobile phone

mastsDecision to list a

building

Agricultural Policy
pay m ents

So for e.g. CAP payments - the information is

financial but the policy affects the environment so
the informat¡on is environmental

Planning files are the major one .... Don't go into
detail here at all - fhese are iust examples

> Now go to blank / white slide for some Qs to
summarise what we've covered so far. . . .. >>>

(hidden on handout)
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Summary questions

What is FOI about?

Why do we have FOI?

What are the main differences between FOIA and EIR?

Who has to comply with FOIA and EIR?

What are the obligations under FOIA and EIR?

alco.

Onscreen but not printed on handouts

Obligations: PAs to
. publish info, and
. provide info on request

17



Coming up next...

Tick tock!
ico.
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ico.

Break

10 mins (no longer, to avoid risk of overrunning)
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The "right to kno section 1

. right to information
o available to anyone, anywhere (inc. outside UK)

. regardless of who they are and why they want the
information

. any request which is written, includes real name and
an address I email to resPond to

o don't have to mention FOI

o can be in the form of a question

Lç9, FOI

Fundamental to FOIA is the right to information in s1 .

Right to information - not just documents. May have to

compile.

Anyrrvhere: you do get local authorities claiming they
don't have to provide it for non residents - that'S not true.

As a general rule, the law applies exactly the same to all

members of the public including journalists, politicians,

people residing abroad etc. You shouldn't (generally)

take into account who the person is or why they want the

information.

Doesn't have to mention FOl.

Questions; info not docs. Don't have to create
information but may have to compile it

Real name - no need to Prove this.
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"How many complaints have you
received this year about NHS

bodies?"

"Why has the school
changed its uniform

policy?"

"Please send me the minutes
of the council meeting held on

18 July"

"How much did the
department spend last

year on temporary
staff ?"

"I want all the
information you have

about XYZ Ltd"

ico.

Are these requests valid? Just quickly go through these. All are
valid.
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Receiving a request

Do we need to ask for clarification?

Do we need to give any advice or assistance?

Do we hold the information?

Does the requester specify means of communication /
format?

Good practice: section 45 Code of Practice

Records management: section 46 Code

ico. FOI

lnitial cons¡derations - before you even think about how

to answer

Requester may specify eg whether they want the
information in hard copy or electronically, and
following Innes Court of Appeal case in 2014 they
may specify software eg Excel, Word. (Change to
ICO previous line - s11 guidance n'Means of
communicating information" now amended) - ie
'form' includes format.

You do have a right to ask for more clarification if
necessary and the time doesn't start until you receive it
(s1(3))

Advice and assistance - a duty to provide this if
reasonable - but in many cases not needed

Codes on good practice and records management will be

covered at the end of today's session.
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Time limits (s.to FOIA)

. 2O working days

. Some allowance for schools

. Can extend for public interest test - BUT must state
which exemption applies.

. No limit on time to consider PIT - but we say 20
days extra (i.e. 40 total)

. No extra time for considering which exemptions
apply or consulting other bodies

ico. FOI

Working days = not Sat, Sun, bank holidays
(anywhere in UK) or Christmas, Easter etc.
Doesn't matter whether you're open, except
schools where holidays are taken into account.

But day of receipt can be a day you are not open,
inc a Bank Holiday. Working days only start from
next UK working day though ie excluding a Bank
Holiday - see our guidance on s10 - T¡me limits
for compliance under FOIA.

Schools inc academies and free schools - 20
school days or 60 working days whichever is
sooner.
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FOIA limits on the right to know -
Srz Costs: The Fees Regulations

The Freedom of Information and Data Protection
(Appropriate Limits and Fees) Regulations 2OO4 (SI
2OA413244)

Can refuse if estimated cost would exceed the cost limit:

o €6OO for any government department, Houses of Padiament,
Northern Ireland Assembly, National Assembly for Wales,
armed forces

o f45O for any other public bodies

Alternatively, can offer the information but charge the full cost

>>See Foundation Module 4

a

!99' FOI

Fees regs cover two things: when you can refuse
on cost grounds, and how much you can charge if
you don't refuse

lf it exceeds the cost limit, that's it - no need for a
public interest test.

ldea of burden on public purse.

For details of how you estimate cost, see
Foundation module 4 .

For cost limit, decide which category .... ICO is
w¡th¡n the "other" f450 group.
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FOIA limits on the right to know -
59: Charging a fee
If the costs limit is not exceeded, you can instead
charge to cover actual costs you incur; eg postage
and printing, and communicating the information.

Rules for calculating this differ from those for the
costs limit.

>>See Foundation module 4.

lco. FOI

This slide is about freedom of info but the info isn't
necessarily free.

This topic is different from the Fees Regs actual
costs recovery

You can recover disbursements and costs of
communicating actual costs a PA can recover.

Where you ask for the information to be sent
electronically there would generally be no charge.

More details of what you can charge in Foundation
module 4.
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FOIA limits on the right to know -
Persistent/ difficult requests

The authority can:

. refuse "vexatious" requests - s14

. refuse requests "identical or substantially similar" to
previous request from the same person within
reasonable period - s14

. "aggregate" the cost of related requests from the
same person or campaign group within 60 days

alco. FOI

Vexatious REQUESTS - doesn't mean every request
from that requester will be vexatious - needs to be more

than just a judgement on the person.

Request not requester!
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Requests for environmental
information
. Can be verbal (though in practice hard to enforce) but

response still written
. No need for name or address
. Requester doesn't have to know it's EIR

. 2O working days...

. ... or 40 where impracticable because of complexity
and volume (no other extensions)

. "Reasonable" charges can be made

ico. EIR

Good practice under EIR for PA to make notes re verbal request
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EIR: limits on the right to know

On the whole, the EIR are stronger - more disclosure
Different structure
No specific cost limits

"Manifestly unreasonable" requests :

. covers vexatious requests

. can include excessive cost - but no firm rule

alco. EIR

Different structure - more things are described as
exceptions (equivalent of exemptions) in ElR. So in FOIA
if you don't hold the information you just say you don't
hold it and that counts as complying with the request -
because the right is to know what is held and to have it if
it is held. Whereas in EIR it's considered an exception.
So in practice there are very similar provisions but they
work differently. And personal data is an exemption in

FOIA but it's included in a different part of ElR.

Vexatiousness is the same between the two regimes.
Cost limits can't be read directly across as EIR expects
authorities to accept greater burden, but can be starting
point - consider whether a request is "manifestly
unreasonable": need to consider other factors such as
the size / resources of the authority, and the public
interest.
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Exemptions

23 exemptions (ish)
. Based on types of information (class-based)
. Based on harmful effect of disclosure (prejudice-

based)

Absolute or qualified (see s.2)
. Absolute exemptions: if it's engaged, it's exempt
. Qualified exemptions: even if it's engaged, You have

to consider the Public interest

alco. FOI

Don't spend long on the differences between
classe s and absolute/qualified and explaining
them - they iust need to be aware.

We say 23 but they have subdivisions and

sometimes different rules apply to different
subsections.

See handout listing the exemptions.

Absolute exemptions are listed in section 2(3) of
Act - but circuitous process - have to work it out -
have to infer those that are qualified. LOOK at list

in FOIA....
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Note that different exemptions may apply to
different bits of the information eg s36 partial
application of exemption - absolute but only for
info held by H of C or H of L.
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Personal information

Commercial interests

Law enforcement

Exemptions
Government policy / conduct of public affairs

Confidentiality Health and safetY

National securitY
a

Lc9, FOI

Don't print this page... lF YOU WISH, SHOW THIS SLIDE lN FULL ONLY

WHEN DELEGATES HAVE DISCUSSED ANSWERS

(answers will appear gradually on screen)

These are just examples but they are the most frequently used ones

- you have a full list in a separate handout.
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Other exemptions

21. information already reasonably accessible to the
applicant (absolute)

22. information intended for future publication and
reasonable to withhold until then (qualified)

39. Environmental information + refer to EIR

40(1). Personal data of the applicant (absolute: deal as
subject access request under DPA)

44. Disclosure prohibited by law (absolute)

alco. FOI

Don't go into detail

Some more examples

544 - eg ICO under DPA; Ombudsman.

522 does not cover all work being done on something
that will lead to publication - only the actual info for
publication.

NB new s22\expressly covers research information
(added to FOIA October 2014).

New guidance published 2016 on s22 and s22A
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Exemptions that don't exist

There are no exemPtions for:

. Deceased people

. Embarrassment

. Distress to other individuals (not data subject)

. Incorrect or out of date information

a

lç9, FOI

For medical records of the deceased, the relevant

exemption is confidentiality (whereas in Scotland there is

a specific exemPtion)
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Careful!

Make sure the exemption is fully satisfied:

s.36 - "reasonable opinion of a qualified person"

s.a0(2) - breach of DPA not all personal data

s.41 - "obtained from any other person"

Some exemptions only apply if others don't (e.g. 35 and

36)

Some don't apply to historical records

ico. FOI

Look at precise wording of Act. Don't just refer to summaries in margin of

Act.
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Public interest test
Does the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweigh the
public interest in disclosure?

In favour of
disclosure
General argume

allowed in favou

of disclosure

Against
Only arguments

inherent in
exemption

1

I

ô
ù

jÌ

+
c
a ¡

Õ

ÍCO. Equal = disclose ("presumption of disclosure")

Say this is covered in a specific module -
Module 6 PIT

PA to consider: ¡n all the circumstances of the
case, the Pl in ma¡ntaining the exemption
outweighs the Pl in disclosing the
information But we say overr¡ding principle

favours disclosure - same for FOIA (although

explicit in EIR).

Arguments in favour of disclosure would include
transparency etc.
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Do not mention this unless asked: [The ICO
line is that you cannot aggregate the Pl for
multiple exemptions under FOIA but you can
under the EIR (due to a case - Ofcom/ T-mobile -
EcJ).I
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extend time if
necessa

Why don't you want to release the information?

ls there a relevant exemption?

Does the public
interest support the

exemption?

nols it absolute?

Final refusal notice Disclose

lmportant to note that it is a multi-stage process and

should be done in the right order.

So... start by deciding whether you want to release and ¡f
not why not. DO NOT have to apply any exemption you

can find; DO have to identify an exemption - can't just

skip straight to public interest.

The other thing to be careful about is: must engage
exemption first before the PlT, and before the time
extension.
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ico.

Break before we get on to the EIR exceptions.

5 mins (no longer, to avoid risk of overrunning)
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EIR exceptions

. Personal data (regulation 13) - same as in FOIA

o Nearly all exceptions are subject to public interest test

o "Adverse effect" exceptions in regulation 12(5) - a
higher bar than for FOIA exemptions (would/would be
likely to prejudice)

ico. EIR

Reg 13 personal data is the same as ¡n FOIA
although strictly speaking is not an exception

PIT is exactly the same including presumpt¡on
towards disclosure (although in EIR it is more than
a presumption in favour of disclosure -112(2): a
PA shall apply a presumption in favour of
disclosure)

Adverse effect - slightly higher bar than FOIA (would/would be

likely to prejudice)
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Internal communications

Personal information

Justice and investigations

Exceptions

Confidentiality of proceedings provided by law

Commercial confidential ity

Interests of someone who has

provided the information voluntarily

ico. EIR

Note the breadth of the exceptions - ie various issues
bundled into one exception, in contrast to FOIA - -
justice, fair trials and investigations (criminal and
disciplinary) are all one exception, as are defence,
national security, international relations and public safety.

Personal info is exactly as in FOIA

R12(4Xe) lnternal communications - covers all
government communications, not just within one body,

and is a general one for protecting debate, policy making
etc. - all hangs on the PIT

Justice and investigations 112(5)(b) includes the courts
and LPP

Makes some concessions to national law -
"confidentiality provided by law" for commercial interests
or the proceedings of a PA. Note no exception for royalty
since few monarchies remain in Europe.
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Exceptions that aren't there

There are no specific exceptions for:

. Requests which would cost too much

. Disclosure prohibited by other legislation
I Information already in the pubtic domain
. Information relating to UK legal concepts such as

confidentiality, legal professional privilege
. Information relating to UK-specific issues e.9.

monarchy, Union

alco. EIR

Mention that not only is there no equivalent of seclion 44
statutory bars, but 15(6) states explicitly that "any

enactment or rule of law that would prevent the
disclosure of information in accordance with these
Regulations shall not apply".

R12(4)b) manifestly unreasonable - covers requests that
would cost too much

But there are some other provisions in the EIR which
might achieve similar result to FOIA, eg:

. regulation 6 refers to information already publicly
available and accessible in another form or format

. regulation 12(5Xb) (the course of justice)
encompasses legal professional privilege

39



a regulations 12(5Xd) and (e) relate to aspects of
confidentiality eg commercial info
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Confirm or deny - "NCND"

. Two rights - to know if the information is held AND to
receive a copy of it

. Usually have to confirm even if information is exempt.
Most exemptions have an associated exclusion from
the duty to confirm or deny but this may be worded
more narrowly.

. Be consistent - consider wording of request

EIR: can refuse to confirm or deny only in limited
circumstances ( 112(6)).

ico. For ErR

The duty to confirm or deny - where the
exemption allows, and an authority decides not to

do so eg in a pol¡ce investigation, doesn't want to
say whether or not ¡t holds information, we say
"neither conf¡rms nor denies" or NCND for short.

Two rights: to know whether it is held and to see it
or recelve a copy.

Wording of request: consider what the answer
would actually tell them. Remember to use it
cons¡stently ie including when you don't have any
information
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Refusal notice (s.r7 I reg.L4)

o In writing (email or letter)
. State which exemption I exception applies
. Explain why - including public interest factors

. Mention "internal review" if one is offered
r Internal review must be available for EIR
. Mention right to complain to the ICO

alco. FOI EIR

Remember in EIR the request does not have to be in writing. However the
refusal does.
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Publication scheme: section 19 FOIA

Every public authority is required:

I to adopt a publication scheme approved by the
Information Commissioner - this means the model
publication scheme

. to publish information in accordance with the scheme

This is about routine release of information.

a

Lc9r

Summarise briefly
Publication scheme docs are in their pack - including the model publication
scheme which is what they must comply with under s19 FOIA.

The ICO has produced guidance (definition documents and template guides
to information) for the various sectors which will help them to comply with
the requirements of the model publication scheme)

ldea is to make info routinely available - to help their workload, and ours...

Routine release - i.e. not about considering individual requests, but putting
stuff on the web or making it available automatically if somebody asks.

The ICO consulted (end 2011) on the future for publication schemes. Set out
Action Plan - updated version on website April 2013. Now complete - Sept
2014 and we published blog setting out what we'd done and what it meant
for PAs.

New model scheme published 1.9.13. lncludes ref to datasets as do all
updated definition docs : PAs must publish all requested datasets in form
capable of re-use unless "not appropriate".

NB The Re-use of Public Sector lnformation Regulations 2015 (RPSI) came
into force on 18 July 2015 - PA must also make requested datasets available
in its publication scheme in a re-usable form unless it is satisfied that it is
not appropriate to do so - we have updated model publication scheme and
will update definition docs soon. (as at Nov 2015)
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Model publication scheme

. One model publication scheme for all authorities under
s19 FOIA

. ICO definition documents for each sector provide
guidance on how to comply with model scheme

. Information should be published routinely unless
there's a good reason whY not

o Means of publication: on-line where possible

. Charges: specified and reasonable

. Includes environmental information

alco.

Copies of model schemê, â definition document and a
template guide to information are in the pack of
handouts.

Online if possible; but hard copy should be available for
those who can't use internet. Some may be view only
e.g. electoral register; fragile historical documents

Charges will usually be only cost recovery, unless
specified in other legislation, or a commercial publication.

For the ElR, there is an obligation to make info
progressively available - we say best to include in
publication scheme.
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The ICO's guide to information

Contact details
Management structure

Grades and pay scales

Annual report

Management board minutes

Equal opportunities policy

olco.

Just skim over this
Find this from link on ICO website homepage - bottom of
page - via "publication scheme" "lCO's publication
scheme compliance"

These are examples. Mostly unremarkable. Some things
a private company might not publish like pay structure
and minutes.
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